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$450,000 3 Bedrooms | 2 Bathrooms | 21,780 Sqft

Impressive, Large one-owner home home has been well-maintained and ready for a new owner who demands nice
upgrades, constant trade-winds, sounds of the ocean, generous outdoor spaces and an exterior that's dressed to
impress! The stately two story porte-cochere is all you expect and more. The fountain that greets you upon arrival
adds a soothing touch. Set on different levels, the lower level offers flexible uses and provides maximum privacy.
Found there are two rooms and a bonus room that could be used for extended family, an office, man cave or a
private guest area. The bonus room has a wet bar and apartment sized fridge. Accessed thru double sliders, the rear
lanai on 2 levels is the perfect spot for barbecues and a future spa or pool. Made of Trex, the upper portion
overlooks the breathtaking garden spaces that can only be created by tropical breezes and healthy doses of sweet,
cool rain. The Mid level master bedroom has 10 ft ceilings, a walls of windows that open to access the natural air
conditioning, a huge bath with water closet, spa and walk-in closet. It's perfectly situated to enjoy the trades and
sounds of the ocean as you sleep. The exclamation point that is upper level houses a over-sized gourmet kitchen
with cinnamon stained, furniture inspired cabinetry, built-in oven and microwave cabinet, bar mounted stove-top,
Corian counters and tons of storage. There's also a pantry area, and well-appointed 1/2 bath adjacent to the kitchen.
The living room has soaring ceilings, with climate friendly flooring and access to a party-sized slate covered lanai.
The owner describes life on this level like living in the tree tops. The lanai is just waiting for your hammock. It's also
the perfect spot to enjoy morning coffee and family sized gatherings. See-thru inset glass on the lanai allows a full
view of the mature garden area below. Enjoy Ceiling fans and elegant glass block wall accents thru-out! It's a home
that's uniquely adaptable and oh-so lovely
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